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INTRODUCTION

Tourism is not only an interesting subject of study for social
and geographic scientists. It had been recognised a long time
ago -a~ an important sec.tor of regional economies. As a result
there exists, among the regional planners and decision makers,
a growing interest in the methods of evafuation of economic
benefits accruing from tourism as we\l as - the eveluation of
effects of concrete policies in pricing, taxing an~ regional
investments.
The present paper is concerned rnainly with the methodological aspects of tourisrn policies. In particular, an attempt has
been made to analyse the following problems:
how the demand, originating in subregion R1 , for recreation
in subregion Rj, depends on dernographic and socioeconomic
structure of R1 and how it is influenced by attractiveness
of Rj including px:ices, travel costs etc.?
- how the future demand for tourism is related to the future
supply of accomodation and service facilities?
- what should be the regional policy in taxing and public investments so as to maximize the revenue, satisfy the tourists
and private facilities owners, protect the regional environment etc.?
- how a computerised system can assists the planners and decision makers in irnproving the regional planning strategy?
CONSUMER DEMAND FOR TOURISM

The standard approach to consurner demand for recreation and
tourism (which is a recreation spent outside the tourist resi-
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dence place) is based on maximization of the utility function
(see e.g. Becker (1965), De Serpa (1971), Vickerman (1975)), of
the generał form
U= F(x,x0

(1)

)

where
vector of consumption of recreation goods and se·rvices,
vector of consumption of the test of goods and services;

x

x0

-

subject to the budget constraint
(2)

where
,r,

T

p0

=

vectors of prices attached to

x, x

0

respectively,

T

x , x 0 = transposed vectors,
,-

Y

consumer incorne per year.

A typ i cal example of U,
the function

wi th scal ar variables

x, · x

0

,

is

_(3)

where

U, e - given positive nurnbers, o < e < 1.

Maximizing (3) subject to . (2) one obtains the optimum quanti ties of x 0 and x which are demanded by the consurner

xo =tlY.
Po
Then one can derive the value . of

U

(x ,x

0

.)

~U:
(4)

•
Since the variable Y, p 0 , TT and U change in time t
useful to introduce the relative increments of the type

it is

óY =· (Y(t+H) -Y(t)) : Y(t)

Using the incremental variables one can represent (4) for
small At in the form
ó

u=ó Y-

1--e> óPO - eo ir

<

(5)
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It can be observed tha t in order to have
ti ve increase of income per year

oY

ou

~

O

the rela-

should not be smaller than

the combined increase of prices - {1-S)óp +8ón.
0

As follows from statistical data anal_y s i s the share (S) ·of
recreation expenditures

TIX . in total of expenditures Y, depends

on age, social group, and income class {to which a particular
consumer belongs). For example, the Household Budget Suryey,
publi~hed by the Main Statistical Office in Poland {1984) reveals ·-t hat the expenditure per person, in urban white collar
families, meant for ;~reation (including also sports, culture,
entertainments) is 0.109 of total income. However, for _urban
blue collar that figure is 0.076; while for the farrners it is
only -O. 035.
Generally,

8, increases along with the increasing income Y.

It means that people

wąose

income

óY

is growing faster

(slower) than the annual rise of prices switch to the more expensive (resp. cheaper) forrns of recreation (i.e. they use the
utility model with bigger (smaller) 8 ). It may be also assumed
tha t

8 does not change when

ou ~ O.

These observations indicate that in order to have a realistic model of recreation it is necessary to split' t?e total P?PUlation in different social and age groups and income classes,
each characterised by a different 8 parameter. Dealing, in what
follows, with such class~s 8 is regarded as a constant within
each --6'1ass.
Another irnportant feature of recreation demand model is that
recreation

x

should .n'ót be regarded · as another good existing on

the market but as the good "produced", using the consumer's

time

T and h_i s financial resources (see e.g. Backer (1965), Vickerman
(1975)). An assumption of decreasing marginal utility with respect to r1::creation time T

is also necessary. According to that

assumption: the consumer satisfaction, which follows from consumption of

t:,.x·, in elementary time · interval

t:,.T, decreases wi th

the increasing total recreation tim~ T. In other words, function
x(T) is assumed increasing and concave.

To be concrete, one can assume that function

x(T) can be

approximated (with accuracy sufficient for practical purposes)
by the exponential function
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0 <

where

k, a

CL

< 1 ,

(6)

are given positive nurnbers.

It can be also assumed that recreation rnay be consurned within independent, separated in time, subintervals. Ouring these
subintervals one restores the physical and mental ability for an
efficient work, which decays during the wo~king interval. When
the seperation intervals are long enough the resulting recreation x

can be regarded as the sum of

taking place wi thin

n

recreations per year,

Ti. subintervals, i. e.:
x =

n

E k 1 -a T~

i=1 -

( 7)

i

It should be observed that in case of limited total recreation time

T i t pays to recreate in equal subintervals.

one can easily check that the optimum values of
-

T.

J.

Indeęd,

~ T., i=1 ••• n,
J.

which maximize (7), subject to

n
E T.
1=1

~

T,

i

become
T. - =!
J.
n
The value of (7) for

and it is by the factor

i=1. •• n.
Ti=T/n, becomes

n 1-o.

greater than : ( 6) (which corresponds

to the recreation taken in one interval of

T days).

One of the main reasons the tourists do not split T in subintervals indefinitely is the impact of travel cost

where

T=time

of travel (days) ·, w=cost of travel per day; which ·

increases along with n •
. The travel time . nT

decreases also the effective time spent

for recreation (unles the travelling itself is a recreation).
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The optimum tourist strategy, when he is trying to maximize his util ity (i.e. x} with respect to

n and T,

can be

derived by finding
max(nk)qTa

(8)

n,T
subject to budget constraint
pT

\

+

wn-r

~

(9)'

8Y,

where· p=cost of -acc9modation per day.
Solvihg the problem _(8),

)

~=~
. yw-r,

one finds easily that the

(9)

n ·. and

optimum frequency of trips
"'

a8Y

T = ·y p

recreation time ł _becomes

,

y =a +q•

Using {~, -T } trip strategy the tourists attain the following level of recreation
,.., Il

X::: X

,..,..( ay) y
(nT-) : = _µ _ _

( 1 O)

,

1T

where
( 11)

Observe that for

y < 1 the marginal recreation

decreases along with growing expenditures
What one gets out of relations ( 1 O) ,

dx/.dY

8Y.

( 11) _is

the price of

. tourism type of recreation lTr That price incre~ses along with
the accomodation price p and the travel cost w-r. Using (11) one can express the · relative rise of uti l ity (5)
in the form
ou= [1-8(1-y)]oY-(1-B)op -B(a6p+qo~>

o

.

( 12)

which shows the impact . of changing accomodation ( op) and tran.s·· po:i;t (ow) prices on the growth of tourist utility.
One can now derive the rnonetary value of net demand for
tourism (travel excluding) by L conswners, each having the income Y:
y

n

= <ai

-

n~-r >L = < 1 ;. gY >8

YL

( 13)
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Using the population class (L) and incorne (Y) forecasts
one can derive by (13) the expected, future (e.g. o~e year
ahead) dernands.
The next irnportant step in our analysis is the derivation
of interregional allocation of net demand (Yn), which determines the future interregional tourisrn dernands.
INTERREGIONAL DEMAND FOR TOURISM
Consider a system of m regions Ri, i=1 ••• rn, each having
the (group) population Li and the accomodation price (per 1
tourist and 1 night) Pi• Assume travel times Tij between each
pair {Ri,Rj} as given.
Each region
has consumption preferences described b~ the
utility function · of the form (3):
( 14)

where

xi = aggregate tourism consumption at · Ri,
x0 i =aggregate consumption of the rest of goods at

Th~ tourists frorn Ri, i=1_. •• m, come to the common market
exhibiting the net demand for recreation (see (13)) Yni=S.(11)Y½_.
In the present section _our main task is to find the interregional allocation of the net dernands. It will be assumed that
the tourists visits to each region are independent and seperated
in time so the term xi in ( 14) can be regarded as composed of
the relations (10), (11) as fellows

wher_e
K ..

l.)

. .
·
1 /y-1
( ,rij )
, J.,J= 1 ••• m.

( 15)

The tourists strategy consists · in finding such
j=1 ••• m, which maximize
xl.. =

1-y yY .
I: Ki .
1· J. ,

m

j =1

J

( 16)
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subject to
m
I: y · · ~ y ni '
j =1 J.]

Yi J ~ O'

(17)

j = 1. · · m

0

In order to solve the present problem it is ·convenient to
apply the aggregation theory, described in Kulikowski (1974).
Using · that theory one finds easily
( 18}

where

-·

rn
K. = · I: K ..
J.
j =1 J.J

i = 1. •. in.

( 19)

The value of

On the- other hand
where
i= 1 ••• m.
is the resulting price.
ĘY,.
] J.J

It is possible to observe that the total demand
under optimum allocation strategy (18) is equal to
i=1 ••• m.

Yni'

*

The ·formula (18) says that the share of total demand
(Yij : Yni) originating in region
tination

Rj

i~ equal

Kij ~-Ki.

Ri with respect to the desIt is going down w~en

Pj

or

wTij are increasing while the rest of regional prices do not
change •
.The coefficient
tiveness of region
while kj

Rj

Kij may be called the resulting attracfor tourists coming frorn region

represents the original attractiveness of

When one knows the monetary values of demand
ces
.

Pj

Ri,

Rj.
Yij and pri-

it is possible to derive the dernand (in nights beds

units) denoted by

!:i,..

Dij = Yi/Pj"

.

* One can show, however, that when y•1; Kij=max{Kij} and the

tourists are · spending all of their resources in subregion
jm only.
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Obviously the total demand at
YJ.

Rj

becomes

m

m"

CE Y .. =p.D.
i=1 l.J
J J

D. =

J

I: D ..
i=1 l.J

j=1 •.. m.

REGIONAL BENEF·ITS AND POLICIES

To complete t _h e analysis of interregional tourist market
it is necessary to derive the future supply of services, denoted by

sj, in each region

j=1 ••• m.

Generally the services are supplied by owners of facilities (such as ho~els, restaurants, ski-lifts etc., and will
be denoted

S 0 j) and by regional authorities (supply of water,

waste treatment, cleaning streets and parks etc., which will
be denoted by

Saj). The values of

Soj' Saj

are closely re-

lated to the existing capacities - Qoj' Qaj

of service facili-

ties. If the tourism season duration is

days one can also

dj

express the supply of servi.ces in terms of ca paci ties, i. e.

The . capa ci ties express ·the supply in terms of such uni ts
as beds or daily water requirement per one tourist etc. These
units are useful when one s~udies the capital and operating
costs of service facilities.

c 0 j is a

A typical cost functional for a facility owner
function of the supply i.e. capacity

Q j and the really ser0

ved number of bednights, determined by the demand

D j:
0

(20)

where

c , c , c , are given positive coefficients.
3
1
2
The first term in (20) represents the capital cost com-

ponent and depends mainly on the capacity

Q j. The second
0

represents the maintenance costs, such as water and electricity costs etc. The last t~rm takes into account the "utilization of capacity 11 effect, i.e. an increase of marginal costs
when the capac_i ty is not fully used.
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A similar cost function (Caj) can be written for the facilities owned by regional authorities. Generally speaking the
cost functions exhibit the scale effects with respect to increasing capacities and they are frequently given in the graphical
form with capacity as a parameter.
When the cost functions are kńown one can derive the future
benefits Boj' Baj of the facility owners and regional authorities •., In order to ~o that it should be taken into account that
the tourists are taxed so the resulting accomodation price per
· day (p.) consists of 'the sum of price p., which was used last
J
J
.
year, the tax component ~.p., and the planned increase of price
-

-

J J

.

.·

p j , Op j , i. e. p j =p j ( 1 + Op j + K j ) •
The expected benefit of regional facility owner, i.e. the
annual profit, becomes .

B . depends on the price strategy op. ·and capacity supp- ·
OJ
J
lied by the owner of facility. In the similar way the expected
benefit for regional authority is equal the yearly revenue

depending on the tax level Kj and capacity Qaj set by the
authority.
To make the picture complete one has also to include the
expected benefits of .tourists (Bti) residing in the region Ri"
These benefits can be assumed equal the annual increase of utility (see (12)):
Bt1=<1-B(1-y))oY-(1-B)op~-Bo1r 1 ,
where

oY
oTI'

i=1 ••• m,

(23)

is the tourist's yearly increase of income,
relative growth of recreation prices (induced by
1
opj, Kj' j=1 ••• m), and ow, where,
ow = relative growth of travel prices,
op 0 is her~ exogeneous. _
=

A possible approach to the interregional population movements (such as migration, commuting, and also tourism) can be

-
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based on cooperativ,e game theory (see Kulikowski (1979)).
Using such an approach the facility owners, tourists and the
regional authority are regarded as partners in a cooperative
game. The main problem is the following: under what conditions
the game is stable (in the sense that game participants take
advantage entering a particular coalition of partners over the
remaining coalitions)? The stability means in particular that
the game is acceptable to all the partners, i.e. the benefits
of the partners are nonnegative:
Baj~o,

B0 j~o,

Bti~o,

(24)

i,j=1 ••• m.

When the game is unstable, and the benefits of tourist_s
(or facility owners) become negative, they may switch to another regional coalition, characterised e.g. by different price
and income class

Y($).

The game participants may apply at each stage of the game
the following strategies:
a) the facility owners set the prices

6pj and capacities Qoj'

b) the authorities, in the sirnilar way, set taxes Kj and Qaj'
c) the tourists come out with "demands, claimed by group population

Li,

depending on their incom.e growth •

oY.

Due to the lack of . sui.table information the particular
game participants may '1.oo·se (or win) at each stage. For example, the facility owners may loose if" they increase the price
6pj too much so that demand

Dj (pj) drops down drastically and

the existing capacity is not properly utilised. The same happens to the regional authority and the touri~ts of a particular class if they does not fit the right (with respect to price

&

service category) regional coalition.
In the interest of all the parties conc~rned it is import-

ant that a competitive market and an efficient exchange of information, among the game participants, exists. For example,
the regional authorities and facility owners can benefit from
coordination of investment policies. The tourists can benefit
if they have a reliable information about prices and capacities,
while the regions can benefit by · learning about the future
tourism demands.
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AN INTERACTIVE MODEL OF INTERREGIONAL TOURISM
An interactive_ model can be regarded as a planning teol
enableing evaluation of future effects of different policies,
without necessity of performi ng experiments on the real regio· nal economy. Experience gathered that way may prove to be useful when the planners and decision makers deal with the real
-regional systems • .
In Fig. 1 a simple ( single cl :--f s income) model, . in which
all the regions outs!i..de

Rj

has been aggrega ted into the so

called rest of the country system (Rr), is shown as an example. The model consists of regional tourists submodels

Tj,

Tr, which generate regional net demands (in monetary units):

using demographic, economic and travel cost forecasts, nece-

q/y, 6, Y, L

ssary for calculation of

pararneters.

The net demands enter the tourism market submodel (TM)
where, by formulae (18),

( 19) ,

the regional demands are de-

rived:
Dj
with

K rjynr
Drj (Krj + Krr> Pj

Kjrynj
Djr

o:Jr +D rr

D
r

Drj + Djj

(Kjr+Kjj)pr

K .. Y

.(25)
.

J J nJ

,

D ..
JJ

(Kjr + Kjj)pj

,

D
rr

K rrynr
(Krj + Krr> Pr

(26)

(27)

(Krj' Kjr' Kjj' Krr can be computed by (15)).
In order to compute

Dj, Dr

the

M submodel should be

also supplied with the information regarding prices

ópj, ópr,

taxes Kj' Kr' and capacities Qoj' Qor' Qaj' Qar' which are
set by FOj, FOr (facility owners) and RAj, RAr (regional
authorities) submodels, representing region$

Rj' Rr

respec-

tively. The TM submodel transmi ts also information on demands
to the remaining submodels.
For each set of demands and supply strategies the computerized

TM submodel derives by (22),

(24)

the set of benefits

o

Pj

------------ -- - - - - -

nj

. Btj

• ---.

- -------- Y

T.

J

-ł_

. _ __ _ _ _
___
- __
- ___

------

K.

-------:-'--1-----1t...--S--, s

---~j _...'. B_~j__ _

8
· 0 r'
tr

aj_o_j_~--0~

l.11

M.

· - -- - - - - --·~-----· ·

Ynr

- -- - - - i

-·-------

Fig. 1. Interactive Model of Interregional Tourisrn

l.11

o

Baj
T.

Baj

··-··

- - - - --'-

-
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Boj' Bor' Baj' Bar' Btj' Btr' which are communicated to the
game participants, collected at T, FO, RA terminals.
At each stage of the interactive gaming procedure tł<e
players can change their strategies to see the impact of a
particular policy on the set of regional benefits.
In order to run the model an estimation procedure for the
unknown, kj' kr

coefficients should be applied. A possible

approach to that problem utilizes the historical data on the
shares of expenditures
ding at

sjr (srj.), which the tourists resi- -

Rj

(Rr) have sp~nt at

srJ·

= DrjPj
Y

nr

Rr (Rj):

oj rPr
s. = Y
Jr
nj

Since for

- _ _g_

Cl

I

a=0

I

q - y-1

one· gets also

s .
ln ...El.
sjr

~
S=q

kr
l nk.
J

Using the· least squares approach one can find the values

a,

8

which . fit to the observed past values of srj: sjr best.
In that way one can find also. the estimates of a and kr : kj

· which, of course, enable the cornputation of demands

Oj' Dr

and the corresponding benefits.
The simple model studied can be extended to deal with:
a) regional population differentiated in age, social groups
and incorne classes,
b) different ways of transport and travel costs,
c) multilevel administrative structure~,
d) different categories of services and prices including the
seasonal peak pricing strategies etc • .
The model can be ·used for educational, planning and forecasting purposes at the regional and national level • .

1
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DISCUSSIONS
Paper by I. Masser
Discussion participants: R. Espejo,· A. Straszak, I. Masser.
Discussion focussed on functions which should .be performed by
local government and on proper balancing of these functions.
This regards e.g. ·the strategie monitoring function and the
eveluation and appreciation functions. A lack of sucha balance
may lead to impairrnent of planning and implementation capacities in local govern.ments. It turns out crucial to set up_a mechanism for getting a feedback, through reportir.g, hearings seerningly - redundant inforrnątion, related to own plans and acttions. Modern computing equipment may greatly help _i:n carrying
out this task, but it must be used in _a very delicate manner.
Paper by D. Boekemann and R. Kulikowski
Discussion participants:

I. Masser, .S. Dresch, S. Ikeda,
R. Kulikowski, D. Boekemann.

The discussion concentrated first of all on the institutional
side of the systems modell, with particular attention paid to
the differences between Austria and Poland in that domain. The
authors acknowledged existence of such differences~ but pointted out that ther can be reduced to the question of proportions,
since e.g. there is in Poland an important, although not very
large, share of market-oriented tourism operations. When the
international tourism market is considered, differences get
even smaller. In case of Poland the main problem is adequate
cooperation between various · operators in the tourism and recreation field~, be it specialized enterprises, trade unions, insti tutions owning facili ties for their employees etc. This applies
as weil, to investment policies and regional promotion, made on
the basis of investments and other approaches.
Utility functions of local authority decisions were said to be
assessed primarily on the basis of rnonetary value of decisions
made.

* Most of these operators enlarge· recently the rnarket-oriented
share of their activities (eds.).
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Paper by M. Steiner and U. Posch
Discussion participants: A. Mouwen, S. Ikeda, M. Steiner.
First, in answering the question on possibilities of a foreasting
use of the results obtained it was indicated that factor analysis
by itself does not reveal the causal structure, which would be
necessary for any sort of forecasting application. Thus, only a
comparative study could be undertaken. On the other hand, the available time series of the data did not go beyond the period 1971-1981, and for some items only 1971-1979, and therefore the cornparative study could not encornpass the dynarnics of processes in
question, but only the static aspects.
Paper by J. Kacprzyk and A. Straszak
Discussion part~cipants: R. Espejo, I. Mass~r, J. Kacprzyk.
Discussion centered around the need of irnplementing cornputer-based
inforrnation systerns using approaches which would not lose much of the
information available and still present it in a sirnple and legible
way. Besides the fuzzy-set-theoretic constructs other approaches
were cited, such as Bayesian inference rules. Within this context
the questions related to extensions of such applications were raised, pertaining narnely to.knowledge-based expert systems. These
systerns,nowadays in the developrnent stage, may contain inforrnation in terms of "if ••• then ••• " ~taternents, where both conditions
and events are fuzzy defined. When developed and tested, such systerns may have a great irnpact on observation and analysis of sociO:.
-econornic processes.

